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Over six years ago when Apple Pay was unveiled, it was a watershed moment for the mobile
payment industry. The technology was being hailed a “contactless mobile” payment. It boosted
growth for many businesses to reconfigure their point of purchase systems. However, because of
the COVID-19 pandemic, mobile payments which was considered a convenience transformed into a
requirement. 

It is simple to see how the global pandemic has impacted the parking industry. In attempts to press
the ticket button without physically touching the surface, drivers are using objects like keys, pens or
even their sleeves to cover their hands and fingers. People do not want to touch parking equipment
or any surface that has been touched by many others previously. The demand has been building up
for a long time. Mobile payments have given consumers the ability to get food delivered, order a ride
share, book a hotel, or reserve a plane ticket. The application has expanded into parking. 

Natural disasters and unforeseen events have a way of changing lives permanently. The pandemic
has increased sensitivity to touching surfaces and that will remain for a long time. It is an issue that
companies need to address as more workers are called back to the office. Commercial real estate
properties are struggling with how to keep people safe when they congregate in common building
areas and even garages. In the U.S., 86% of workers commute to work by personal vehicle.
Employees often park in a paid parking facility and come into contact with other commuters while
accessing the parking facility through the parking equipment (i.e. touching a screen or button to get
a ticket and lift the gate).

It has been reported that overall mobile payments have increased by over 40% since March. The



figure would be higher if the point of purchase systems were easily convertible. Parking is
particularly challenging; executing a mobile payment while driving requires a high level of physical
coordination. Before the pandemic, there was not a system that could be universally utilized to make
parking access and payment from inside a car.

In major U.S. cities, parking is a major component within portfolios of commercial real estate
developers. The pandemic has hurt profits as office spaces and parking spaces have not been filled.
For employees coming back to the office, who are driving and parking, entry to the parking garage
will be their first experience as they are entering a safe, contact-conscious environment. If an
employee is confident with a safer parking experience, that will bolster their belief in their safety at
the office, and trust is key when encouraging people to return to work and filling those empty office
spaces. 

But parking poses a unique set of problems. Parking garage equipment is not uniform. Many of
which is aging and outdated. Also, there are many different types of lots, and many different
landlords and operating companies that manage the parking properties. From private condos that
have a consistent number of monthly parkers to office complexes that see thousands of cars a day,
to modest surface lots, there is no single formula when it comes to parking. However, for contactless
parking technology to achieve mass integration, it must fit all parking.

Parking operators have a lot to gain by installing an effective contactless solution. This will be a
challenge to prioritize, however, as operating companies are tasked with absorbing the 80%
decrease in parking demand. Those that install a contactless solution will have an advantage over
non-contactless facilities, as the concern over safety might just be enough to divert drivers to safer,
touch-free facilities. 

The benefit of mobile technologies is that it does not traditionally require a significant human
resource commitment to operate. Once a parking facility goes contactless, ideally the system should
sustain itself. So, if operators can manage the technology installation process, it will pay off in the
long term. Regarding the consumer experience, going mobile with parking also unlocks a wealth of
inventory, data and revenue management opportunities which are often under-supported by legacy
parking equipment. 

“Contactless Parking” has become a means for technological revolution. There are technologies
now that allow drivers to enter, park, pay and exit from their mobile device from inside a vehicle. It is
a technological advance that will change parking forever. The mobile adoption cycle is growing
quickly with an immediate 25% adoption rate in installed locations that increases rapidly. Some
parking locations across the country have now adopted 100% of all transactions from a mobile
device and this will be the primary system of the future. Consumers are demanding convenience
from an industry where that was not a main priority. 

In most major cities, contactless parking is quickly expanding across all types of parking facilities.
Parking is very diverse. And, if a technology can support a few key operators or real estate
companies, a nationwide portfolio can be developed in a short period of time. Contactless parking



will eventually be available everywhere with major cities adopting the technology early on. 
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